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new features include: pricing and availability: purchase standalone or as part of a subscription
package pricing: $24.99 per user per month for all-in-one availability: available today at adobe.com

and on the download center the standalone version includes the core editing, productivity and
distribution capabilities of acrobat and the pdf-a publishing features of the creative suite. the all-in-
one version adds the same editing, productivity and distribution features, plus the pdf-a publishing

features of the creative suite. all of the functionality of the standalone version is included in the all-in-
one version, with the addition of the following features: page-level access controls: ok, so i was

looking at all of the features in this version. it seems that they went on the whole new revolutionary
technology for this version. i think that they should have left out some of the features, but i am sure
that it will be a good one. overall, this is a must have version for all those pdf lovers out there. keep

up the great work adobe. ein bisschen überraschung! i am glad to have adobe acrobat xi, but my
first impression of the program was that the user interface is not so user-friendly. the interface is

very large, and sometimes the icons are a bit small and difficult to click on them. i would recommend
that the program be updated with a cleaner, friendlier interface. the trial version of acrobat x-b is so
expensive. the trial version is not the same as the key. my old copy of acrobat x is good for my trials.

why would you pay so much for the trial version? i hope acrobat x-b will be improved in the next
updates.
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